In VII d.c the angel, Gabriel, show up to Muhammad. (Muhammad made his living as a caravan trader and told him to begin reciting the word of God. He accept the mantle as prophet, one of the reasons was because her wife and a couple of other people encouraged him. He was member go the Quraysh tribe, living in Mecca and tribal ties were extremely important. Muhammad died in 632

Caravan trader: a group of people or animals traveling together on a long journey especially through the desert.

More Islamic teaching can be found in Islam’s holy books. (The Qu'ran and the Sunnah)

Quran, Qur'an or Koran: Is the central religious text of Islam, which Muslims believe to be a revelation from God. In the Quran mention Jesus, Moses, other prophets among the book, but they are very different from the Hebrew and Christian bibles: The Quran is not written from the point of view of the people, it is seen as the actual word of God.

The Quran sais “Spends his substance however he himself may cherish it upon his near of kin and the orphans, and the needy; and the way farer, and the beggars, and the freeing of human from bondage.

After Muhammad’s death, they collected his teaching and wrote

Muslims believe that God sent Muhammad as the final prophet to bring people back to the one true religion, which involves the workship, and submission to, a single and all-powerful God.

The five pillars of Islam are the basic acts considered obligatory, at least by sunni Muslims.

The first is the SHAHADA or the profession of the faith:

There is no God but god and Muhammad is God’s prophet, which is sometimes translated as “There is no god but Allah and Muhammad is Allah’s prophet”.

The second Pillar is SALAT:

Or ritual prayer five times a day; at daw, noon, afternoon, sunset, and late evening. Which are obligatory unless you are too young, sick, or menstruating.